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Making sense of DevOps Terms
•  Continuous Integration (CI): is an activity that requires frequent 

integration of source code into a shared repository with automated 
unit testing

•  Pipelines: a point to point sequence of activities that has a singular 
goal, such as deploying a commit to an endpoint, or pushing Docker 
image to a hub

•  Application Release Automation (ARA): a point to point workflow 
that helps take an application from a repository through multiple 
pipelines like CI, test automation and ultimately into production

•  Continuous Delivery: is a philosophy which dictates that the HEAD 
of your application codebase is always deployable to production

•  Continuous Deployment (CD) is achieved when you can do  zero-
touch deployments from source control to production for every 
commit
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It’s	a	foot	race	

Evolution of manufacturing toolchain

Every company is now a software company. 

DevOps movement identified the culture necessary 
to deliver quality software reliably and predictably…



…and led to cooperation across silos and 
drove automation activities within the silos

but, this created “Islands of Automation” 



Typical DevOps workflow of a single app



Anyone hungry?

Imagine 100s to 1000s of 
applications and microservices



We need more from DevOps
•  Cultural cooperation alone without connecting “islands of 

automation” is a significant barrier to continuous delivery

•  Ad-hoc point-to-point integrations are highly custom - what 
works for one may not work for another, needing greater 
investment and skills to develop, maintain and scale

•  Finding bottlenecks across the entire value chain is 
challenging and time consuming without E2E visibility and 
management

•  Lack of functional requirements is forcing decisions to be 
made based on short-term needs, creating a plethora of 
overlapping toolchains that increase complexity



From cooperation to collaboration

Integrate all resources and activities 
across functional silos to produce 
output progressively

Assembly Lines



Attributes of DevOps Assembly Lines

•  Connects “Islands of Automation” through 
workflow, creating toolchain collaboration

•  Leverages a common, declarative 
specification language that is easy to learn, 
easy to share, and versioned as code

•  Provides rich logistics that support e2e 
visibility, management, insight, and audit

•  Integrates with the tools of today and those 
needed tomorrow



Facets of DevOps Assembly Lines



Components of DevOps Assembly Lines



Declarative Assembly Line Language












